
What would it mean to you and your family if you had been an early 
partner with Microsoft, Google, Amazon or Apple?
  
Global analysts are saying that one emerging biotech company in Europe is 
positioned to be the next worldwide giant. 

That company, Healy, is headquartered in Berlin, Germany and is now launching 
worldwide. 
  
Behind the company is a Who’s Who of  business success: 

In 1991, Christian Halper, the co-founder of  Healy, co-developed a software 
system for the technical analysis of  financial data that was the foundation of  the 
legendary SUPERFUND Investment Group, who’s success was built on following 
the hottest trends in the marketplace. 
Christian has allocated $100 million exclusively for the development and marketing 
of  Healy and the parent company TimeWaver.  

Healy’s CEO, Dirc Zahlmann, is the Founder and CEO of  Zahlmann 
Consulting and has developed and guided Fortune 500 companies.  
He has also been the leading corporate executive behind many successful 
companies and was President of  a $600 million a year direct sales company.  

Marcus Schmieke, the inventor and owner of  the Healy technology, has created 
a unique and breakthrough “Wearable Health Technology”,a frequency device 
which resonates through the body, calculates the encrypted data in the cloud and 
then sends the user customized frequencies.  

The Healy Watch ascertains your health status then correlates with the Healy 
device to provide the right frequencies to enhance your life and health. 

Has there ever been a time in history where more money has been spent on 
healthcare and at the same time more people than ever suffer needlessly?  

Healy’s parent company, Time Waver, has already enhanced the lives of  over 
500,000 users and has been used successfully by over 2,000 therapists worldwide. 

Built on that proven foundation, Healy’s cutting edge product has 140 programs 
spanning 144,000 frequencies, all built to enhance every area of  your life and 



positively impact the lives of  hundreds of  millions who suffer from chronic 
discomfort. 

How hot is this trend? 
From Steve Jobs to Bill Gates, world business leaders have predicted that “Wearable 
Health Technology” will be one of  the hottest mega-billion dollar trends.  While 
Apple has a watch that ascertains limited health status, they do not have the Healy 
technology which customizes the frequency programs to promote optimal health 
and recovery.  It will take at least 5 years for any competitor to even come close 
(giving us a 5 year advantage).  By that time Healy will have already seized the 
largest share of  the global marketplace.   

Healy will continue to be the innovator as their initial product offering is just the 
beginning of  an avalanche of  life changing biotech products.  
  
The Healy opportunity stands alone in offering an amazing mission, lifestyle, 
health, time-freedom and prosperity. 

Join us on a bold new mission to help enhance millions of  lives worldwide. 


